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In honey We Trust
Play to Earn - economic blockchain game with earnings up to 2% per day
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You still do not know
about Honeypot Game?
An economic blockchain game based on smart contracts, which aims to create a stable
and secure financial instrument for everyone.

We offer you:

Honey profit up
to 60% per
month

Profitable NFT

High safety of your

Multi-level


Safety and

Lotteries, mini-

finance

affiliate program

integrity of the

games and more.

game
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How playing
to start  
Honeypot Game ?
We did the game both handy, interesting and costeffective.To start playing, it is enough to buy an apiary and
bees for Honey Token (HNY) .

Create your Metamask
wallet and purchase
USDT.

You may purchase tokens at the Gaming Bank for USDT stablecoins.
The HNY and USDT exchange is always available in both directions,
so you can always exchange earned HNY tokens for highly liquid
USDT tokens.

Purchase HNY from
Gaming Bank.

Purchase an apiary
and some bees.

Turn your first profit
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What is an apiary
and why is it necessary?
The apiary is where your honey bees will live and work. The purchase price of the apiary is
5,000 HNY (~$20).

When you purchase
the apiary, you get
access to:

Participation in
lotteries

Bee shop

Surprise Boxes

Profitable NFT

Affiliate program

Personal NFT
Repository

P2P

marketplace

Economic Minigames
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Where to purchase / sell
NHY tokens?
In the game we have set up our own
bank, where you can purchase or sell
HNY for USDT.

The exchange fee is 2% and can vary from 1% to 5%. The
initial exchange rate is 1 HNY = 0.0042 USDT. To ensure a
stable gaming economy, commission and exchange rates
may be lightly regulated by game administrators.
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How to buy
Bees?
After buying the apiary, you have an
opportunity to buy bees in the
section “Store”.
In the store you can purchase a variety of bees, the main differences are
- cost, profitability and the number of hectares needed for the harvest.  
Each bee needs a place to harvest. The size of the apiary is measured in
hectares.By default the apiary has 10 hectares.If you don't have enough
hectares to work the bees, you can still buy them at the game store.
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Types of bees
and their profitability

Buzzer

Maya

Nimble

Price: 20 000 HNY (84$)


Price: 50 000 HNY (210$)


Price: 75 000 HNY (315$)


Required hectares: 3 

Required hectares: 7 

Required hectares: 11 

Basic yield: 1 600 HNY

Basic yield: 4 500 HNY

Basic yield: 7 500 HNY

(8% / month)


(9% / month)


(10% / month)


Maximum yield: 


Maximum yield:

Maximum yield: 


up to 6 400 HNY / month (27$)


up to 18 000 HNY / month (76$)


up to 30 000 HNY / month (126$)


(up to 32% / month)

(up to 36% / month)

(up to 40% / month)
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Flicky

Sweet Joe

Honey Master

Price: 120 000 HNY (504$)


Price: 160 000 HNY (672$)


Price: 200 000 HNY (840$)


Required hectares: 18 

Required hectares: 24 

Required hectares: 29 

Basic yield: 


Basic yield: 


Basic yield: 


13 200 HNY (11% / month)


19 200 HNY (12% / month)


26 000 HNY (13% / month)


Maximum yield: 


Maximum yield: 


Maximum yield: 


up to 52 800 HNY / month (222$)


up to 76 800 HNY / month (323$)


up to 104 000 HNY / month (437$)


(up to 44% /month)

(up to 48% / month)

(up to 52% / month)

Price: 250 000 HNY (1050$)

Required hectares: 37 
Basic yield: 

35 000 HNY (14% / month)

Maximum yield: 


God of Honey

up to 140 000 HNY / month (588$)

(up to 56% / month)

* When you buy a bee you get a basic
yield, which is multiplied by 2 at 200%
of mood, as well as an additional
increase in profitability can be done
with NFT items.
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The bees'
mood
and it’s impact

The mood of the bees is a multiplier of the basic yield, which can be obtained from the
apiary. Mood can vary from 0 to 200%.

Each harvest from the apiary
means for the bees:
the start of the weekend, therefore within 24 hours of harvest, the yield wil
not be charged;
decreased mood to 0%
the beginning of the mood recovery process. Up to 100% mood wil recover in 3
days and reach its peak (200%) - 6 days after the weekend.
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NFT STORE

At our game store, you can
purchase NFT items for bees.

All items are grouped by networks (sets).Each item in the set

If the user has collected all 7 items from one set,

corresponds only to a particular species of bee and gives an

then the bonus yield percentage is applied to the

additional percentage of return to basic yield.

entire apiary.

Common NFT

Uncommon NFT

Master NFT

Price: 


Price: 


Price: 


from 5 000 HNY (21$) 


from 10 000 HNY (42$) 


from 15 000 HNY (63$) 


to 62 500 HNY (263$) 

to 125 000 HNY (525$) 

to 187 500 HNY (788$) 

Item profitability: +10% 

Item profitability: +20% 

Item profitability: +30% 

Item profitability with a

Item profitability with a

Item profitability with a

complete set: +20%

complete set: +40%

complete set: +60%
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Epic NFT

Legendary NFT

Price: 

from 20 000 HNY (84$) 

to 250 000 HNY (1050$) 
Item profitability: +40% 
Item profitability with a
complete set: +80%

Price:  
appears only in surprise boxes 
Item profitability: +50% 
Item profitability with a
complete set: +100%

*Profitability with NFT is added to the basic yield of the bee. 
For example: the bee "Nimble" has a basic yield of 10% . If you buy Master NFT (+30%), then the basic yield
will increase to 13% and in the mood of 200%, the overall yield will be 26%.  

*The cost of the NFt depends on how profitable it is and what type of bee it is intended for.
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surpriSe
boxes

Surprise boxes will be available in
the game store for those who
would like to take their chances.

There are 3 types of boxes which vary in cost and types of
surprises. In the boxes you can find HNY tokens, hectares
for harvesting, bees and even LEGENDARY NFT with
increased profitability, which will not be sold in the store.
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P2P
Marketplace

The P2P marketplace is a place where users choose
for how much they are ready to sell or purchase
NFT items.

If you have unused NFT, or you run out of a rare
item for the full collection, you can still buy/sell
items, or even entire sets on the P2P
marketplace.
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Noneypot Game
security
The game is executed on smart
contracts in the Binance Smart Chain,
so that data security is ensured by a
decentralised BSC network
We are one of the few who care for the financial security
of our players. Therefore, before starting the game, a
smart contract audit is performed to eliminate the
possibility of even the smallest errors in the code. The
verification is performed by CertiK and the audit result
will be publicly available.
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Transparency
and integrity of the game

All smart contract codes will
be verified and made freely
available to users.

Any player who wants to know the code and rules of
the game can do it himself!
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Affiliate
program

1

line

reward

5%

2

line

reward

4%

3

line

reward

3%

4

line

reward

2%

5

line

reward

1%

6

line

reward

1%

As part of the affiliate program, revenue is accrued from each purchase of
bees and NFT items by your partners.


7

line

reward

1%

Each bee with NFT opens one level. If you take all seven bees and each bee
has its NFT, then seven lines will open. If bees use all NFT items from the
same collection, 8, 9 and 10 additional lines will be opened ``.


8

line

reward

1%

9

line

reward

1%

10

line

reward

1%

*THERE WILL NOT BE RETURN ON MISSED PARTNER REWARDS. ALL
MISSED PARTNER REWARDS REMAIN IN THE GAME BANK.
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Honeypot Game
ROADMAP
Gathering requirements
and drawing up the
technical specifications

Scaling and
launching new
company products

Design and
I
n
i
t
i
a
l
i
n
troducti
o
ns
implementation of the 1st and project launch.
version of the game

Honey Casino

Decentralized
Honey Index
Fund

Surprise boxes and
P2P market place

Launch of the
platform for financial
games and release
the 1st game on the
platform
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Social networks
and website

If you would like to join us on social media, click on
the desired social network icon!

